Theory of Fractional-Polynomial Powered Descent Guidance.
The notion and the theory of constructing planetary powered descent guidance laws based on fractional polynomials are introduced. Along the way a new perspective to the classical Apollo powered descent guidance designs is gained. As a foundation of this work, a theory is first developed on how to derive an explicit powered descent guidance law by selecting the feedback gains in a unique way in an implicit tracking guidance law. Then by employing a particular profile of the reference thrust acceleration in the tracking law with a special set of gains, a large family of powered descent guidance laws is obtained that offer the flexibility in trajectory shaping and thrust characteristics by two adjustable parameters. An equivalence theory is established to show that each in this family of guidance laws is actually the explicit guidance law from a fractional-polynomial thrust acceleration profile. This insight provides a perfect explanation to the predictable behavior and good targeting performance of these guidance laws. The well-known Apollo lunar descent guidance and E-guidance laws are revealed to be two members of this much broader class of fractional-polynomial powered descent guidance laws.